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Decide Now On Nuclear Energy



A Message to 500 Seniors 

Whove been Living and Breathing 
Physics, Math, Engi i ysics, , Engineering. 

When you begin your search for an chosen the most difficult academic programs 
interesting job, what will you be looking for? available because they promised the potential for 

A job that will let you put all those science, exciting achievement. 
math and engineering courses to work? A job that But you must also be a man who possesses a 
will challenge you, right off, with a program of unique sense of dedication. For, once you have 
extremely advanced technical training, and then completed our program, you are placed ina 
with almost immediate responsibility? position of responsibility quickly, as an Officer in 

Would a job that promises that you won't see the United States Navy. 
much of a desk interest you? A job that holds the Within a year, you could be in charge of the 
offer of steady advancement? A sense of pride and supervision, operation and maintenance of a 
accomplishment? division of the reactor plant on a nuclear-powered 

surface ship or submarine. 
Would Nuclear Power What Else You Should K 

° ° a se rou ou. now Sound Interesting? : 
Of course, we're aware that a good many 1. We turn down most applicants. More than two 

seniors don’t start thinking seriously about a job thirds of this country’s nuclear reactors are run 
until later ia the year. , by Navy men. Those in charge must possess such 

But if you didn't know about our program a umdue Blend of intelligence, capability, 
until then, it might be too late. Our program last Hesibality and dedication that passing written and 
year was two-thirds filled by the end of April; many physical xarnNAavlOnsas NOt enough. Each and 
men selected after that had to wait. A few evely qualified applicant is interviewed by the 
highly-qualified men who applied after graduation Director, Division of Naval Reactors, aa had to be turned away. Washington, D.C. Those who make it join a very 

We want togive every qualified man a fair small community of excellence. 
ue at an pera and the job it leads to. So, 2. We also have openings for instructors. 

Ut witat Werte! in sounds interesting, we urge Because of the nature of our program, we use only 
YON Wet qule r h is the Navy’ our own instructors— not civilians. If anything, 
Nuel Paws . the program isthe Navy's those who apply to be instructors must be even 

Metsal OWEP. A TOgTAny. better qualified, academically, than the Nuclear 
° * Officer Candidates. 

Comprehensive. Rigorous. An interesting job. A job that lets you do the 
The first thing you should know about the things you know you do well. . 

Navy’s Nuclear Power Program is that it is If that’s the payoff you’d like from all your 
probably the most comprehensive training avail- years of study and work, find out more about the 
able in the nuclear field. Navy's Nuclear Power Program from the Navy’s 

The second thing you should know about it Officer Programs Officer when he visits your 
is that it is probably the most rigorous. Since we campus. Or, for even faster action, call the 
expect you to begin doing the job we need you for following toll-free number — 800-841-8000 — 
as quickly as possible, it isan accelerated program. anytime, day or night. : 
The hours are long. The work difficult. It could be the most important phone call of 

But, if you're the kind of man who will find your life. 
our program interesting, you're used to this h 1 
kind of personal challenge. You have regularly T e Nuc ear Navy.



h ist t to k our cnemists wen WOrk:..: 
It was the worst communications fire in U.S. history. In the laboratory, Barbara used a scanning electron 

The blaze, in one of the world’s largest telephone microscope with an X-ray fluorescence detector to 

switching centers, silenced more than 170,000 analyze samples of the smoke deposits. And at the fire 

phones covering a 300-block area of New York City. site, Doug collected samples and tested methods of 

But while the fire was still burning out of control, removing the smoke from the contacts. The answer: 

the Bell System mobilized to restore service, and dissolving the deposits with trichloroethane. This 

people from the New York and other Bell System procedure was used by craftspeople to clean the more 

companies, AT&T, Western Electric and Bell Labs than six million switching contacts in the building. 

jumped in to help. People like Barbara Reagor The fire is already history. Telephone service was 

and Doug Sinclair. restored in just over three weeks—a task that 

Barbara, who is working toward her master’s ordinarily would have taken over a year. It was an 

in chemistry, and Doug, who received his Ph.D. achievement made possible by the combined resources 

in chemistry in 1972, are part of a team of Bell Labs and teamwork of the Bell System—including 

. materials researchers. They specialize in telephone people like Barbara Reagor ~~ 

equipment problems caused by contaminants in and Doug Sinclair. call em -diiiing 2t 

the environment, flooding and fires. oe y = Pe 

In this case the problem was caused by smoke i | 5 ale ao, ee 

deposited on switching equipment contacts—that SS - oe ra on Wie Pe 

je would interfere with the electrical continuity og ge. f. ; ee i) ‘ ~ § 9 
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engineering 
degree, wed like g Ww 

engineering 
career 

Sargent & Lundy’s entire business is engineer- 

ing and engineering is exactly what we would 

hire you to do. We are the nation’s largest 

consulting and design engineering firm and 

specialize in projects for the electric utility 

industry. The industry and ourselves are grow- 

ing continuously and we have an increasing 

need for graduates with bachelor and advanced 

degrees in many engineering disciplines. 

If an engineering career is your plan, we would 

like to talk with you. Please make an appoint- 

ment through your placement office to interview 

with us. Our company representative will be on 

the Madison campus, February 5, 1976. 

Thomas G. Longlais, B.S., 1969, 
Michigan Technological 

: University; M.S., 1972, 
i LEE. P ~ University of Wisconsin, Civil 
Sree Engineering. Presently, 

assistant chief structural 
tas design engineer, Structural 

Poe a aD Design and Drafting Division. 

aw y foe . w. “| think your time would be 
_ GA well spent by talking to 

#) ] hy Sargent & Lundy. Here, I'm 
JZ WV not only asked, but allowed 

jee \ Oa to do the work | trained 
/ myself to do” 

—_ SARGENT & LUNDY 
y Zs ENGINEERS Wy a 
NZ A 55 East Monroe Street, Chicago, 

ams Illinois 60603 * (312) 269-2000. 

A An equal opportunity employer. 

—< \@r
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. Smile—You’re a Model ..........cccseeeseeeeeeeeeeeevvee A 
Buia ae visos by Dr. Edwin Lightfoot 

Ber Seidl No matter what kind of shape you're in, you should be in- 
terested to know that yes, you too, are a model. Bio- 

Photograph: engineers engage in the quantitive modeling of you, your 
Glenn PB eeich brother, and your Uncle Moe to be better able to diagnose 
Mike Wirtz such things as malignancy and pulmonary disease. 
Bill Graham 

Graphics ‘ Dave viarchl Both Sides—Now! 
Phil Yahnke It’s Time to Take a Stand on Nuclear Power..............7 

by Joe Fumo 
Writers How will the United States fulfill its energy needs in 2000 
Rudi Beck A.D.? To know then, we have to start planning now. 
Joe Fumo 
Mary Peot —$—— Se 

Barb Morris 
Shelagh Kealy STARTREK* Cancelled By Popular Demand ............. 10 
Bill Jambois by Phil Blackman 

Wayne Hochrein This is the saga of the computer game that bit the interstellar 
Phil Blackman dust. Requiem aeternam and beam us down, Scotty. 
Lauren Schlicht 

eb 8 Quakes that Shake and Break Engineers................. 14 
ee by Rudi Beck 
Beall This is why you shouldn't take a job with a bridge-building 

Ez firm in California. Or Nicaragua. Or anywhere a P wave or 

‘ a an S wave hanpen to come along. 
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— Smile — 

You're a 

Model 

by Dr. Edwin Lightfoot 

Each of us is interested in the evidenced by fractional lung modeling. One such case is oxygen 
workings of his own body, and in volume in figure 2) and activity, as supply to the brain, one of the most 
recent years the trend to in- metabolic rate, are unremarkable difficult supply problems we face. 

stitutionalize our activities has functions of size. Similar cor- Here one uses an approximation to 
been all but irrestible. Bio- relations for various sizes of existing geometry, for example the 
engineering is a natural result of humans aid doctors in diagnosis. _ parallel capillary model of figure 8, 

these two factors operating on the Scaling based on generalized and solves the appropriate 
engineering profession, and it has correlations are also useful in microscopic transport equations, 

received a lot of publicity in the medical research. Figure 4, which here the diffusion equations, for it. 

last decade. I would like here to shows a scaled correlation for the This process is frequently quite 

review briefly one aspect of this retention of the anti-cancer drug successful, as indicated in figure 9. 

field, the quantitative modeling of methotrexate in five different Here venous oxygen tensions are 

living organisms. species, is helpful in setting dosage shown as a function of arterial ten- 
Bio-engineering is really nothing schedules for this highly toxic drug. sion for two different carbon diox- 

new if we include all physical © Onecandoevenbetterif starting ide concentrations. Numerical 
scientists with engineers, and in from a more detailed model, and predictions are seen to agree well 

this sense the French mathemati- the first step is to “lump” the enor- with observation. 
cian Rene Descartes wasa pioneer: mous detail of a body, suggestedin | Modeling efforts of these general 
he wrote the first ‘‘modern’’ figure 5, to produce something types are carried out in many areas 
physiology text (De homine, manageable. The lumped- of our university, both at the 
published posthumously in 1662). parameter pharmacokinetic model clinical and research levels; UW 
Though important, this book failed of figure 6 has proven particularly Madison is in fact a leading institu- 
in essential respects because valuable and can often be further tion in this and other respects. 
Descartes did not recognize the ex- simplified. A particularly useful Applications include diagnosis of 
istence of chemical transformation example is the two-compartment malignancies and pulmonary dis- 
(ECE’s please note). The same was_ dialysis model of figure 7. this ease, setting of dialysis schedules, 
true of clockwork models, as in model, which contains only four and the estimation of fetal oxygen 
figure 1. It was once suggested that parameters, is capable of predic- supply in pregnant women. This 
we operated on the decrease of ting dialysis schedules days or activity is spread over many 
potential energy of food passing even weeks in advance. This is departments; medicine, 
through our systems. shown in figure 8 which compares physiology, radiology, and most of 
Modern models are more solidly model prediction (curve) with data our engineering departments. 

based in physics and chemistry, (points). The sharp dropsrepresent — > —_______ 
and, most important, physiology. dialysis, and the wise regions the in- Dr. Edwin Lightfoot has been a 
Comparative physiology is par- tervening periods of toxin ac- professor in the Chemical Engineering 

: : : ‘ department since 1953. His major in- 
ticularly useful for putting us in cumulation. ; terest is in the medical application of 

our place, and it may be seen from Sometimes more detailed chemical engineering. He has written a 
figures 2 and 3 that this place isnot knowledge is needed, and this re- book in this area, Transport 
so special. Both our shape (as quires distributed-parameter Phenomena and Living Systems. 
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ineers & jalists ]@ 

Your degree can get you ahead ne Is 
faster with us than with anybody else. ® 

Here’s why: 

1 You are needed right now. Or as soon as literally scores of product fields. This 
you get your degree. Our project teams are leadership has produced more than 3,500 
crying for good young professionals who can patents. 
grab hold fast. 

2 You'll get a chance to prove how good 4 You'll work on a complete system. No 
you are. Everybody is evaluated regularly; threat of getting locked into a repetitious 
there are no missing persons at TI. If you're specialty. You'll work on a small project team. 
good, you move up fast. No matter how long You'll interface daily with other disciplines and 
the people above you have been there. other phases of your overall program. 

3 You’ll be involved in state-of-the-art 5 You’ll work in a job-stable, multi-market 
projects. Advanced airport and airborne situation. We have a variety of products and 
radars. New infrared and laser electronics markets. We’re not heavily dependent on any 
applications. TI is the technological leader in one of them —and neither is your job. 

Live in Dallas. You'll like working and living in the Southwest’s largest, liveliest 
metropolitan area. Dallas has got something for everybody: pro football, two civic opera 
companies; a cost of living well below the national urban average; and within 100 miles, 31 big 
lakes and excellent hunting for deer, turkey, quail and dove. 

We're the Equipment Group of Texas Instruments 
We've got jobs right now in manufacturing and design for: 

BS, MS, PhD in Electrical Engineering 

BS, MS in Mechanical Engineering 

BS in Industrial Engineering or Manufacturing Technology 

BS, MS in Computer Science 

Send resume, including grade point information 
and any industrial experience to: 

Charmaine Laughlin, Equipment Group, 
Texas Instruments, P.O. Box 6015, M/S 222, Dallas, Texas 75222. 

INCORPORATED 

An equal opportunity employer 

—b—
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Both Sides — Now! 

e 

Pro, Con, Indifferent 
e It’s Time to Take a Stand 

On Nuclear Power 

by Joe Fumo 

Who is being more dishonest 
with themselves-nuclear engineers 
or environmentalists? Those - . ~- 

pushing for nuclear power or those —_— en 

against it? Each side has made good — i 

points, but good points must be ac- i ‘ii 

companied by good solutions. It is 4 ae 

time for you to decide which long- | | . 

range energy goals the United | ‘ 

States should opt for. Here are the ' 
facts provided with some 
background to help you reach a : 

conclusion. 
Proponents of the expansion of 

nuclear power see the future in / 

three steps: (1) continue building ' 

today’s light water reactors-there 2. 

are 56 in operation, with 63 under rr 
construction and 101 on order, (2) i... 
develop the breeder reactor by the i rr—~—~r~—~—S=s=SC(‘ ‘CSS 

1990’s to replace present reactors I | 

which will then become obselete, 
and (3) use the breeder until less than one per cent of a given wants to see beautiful regions of 

nuclear fusion is developed-the chunk of uranium—only the U-235 the Western United States strip- 

fusing together of two hydrogen isotope. Most of the remainder is mined for coal, and the problems 

atoms, a process responsible for U-238, which cannot undergo fis- of world wide gas and oil shortages 

the sun’s energy. sion, but can be used by the are well known. 

The breeder, which will utilize breeder to foster plutonium-239 fis- Nuclear opponents point out two 

much more of the uranium re- sion reactions. (It is when atoms flaws in the above statements: (a) 

quired to fuel a reactor, will ex- undergo fission, by picking up ex- society will never be completely 

pand world uranium reserves to cess neutrons, that large amounts safe from the highly radioactive 

last 80,000 years, according to Prof. of energy are produced.) fission by—products, and (b) it is 

David Rose of the Massachussettes Proponents justify nuclear ex- possible to bypass the breeder 

Institute of Technology (MIT). It is pansion because there are no im- stage with increased funding for 

generally agreed today that the mediate viable solutions to meet research of pollution-free forms of 

world’s uranium resources will be energy demands, which they claim energy. Included are fusion, solar, 

depleted in 25 to 30 years. Thisis so will not be met without nuclear or geothermal, wind and ocean 

because today’s reactors utilize coal-powered plants. Nobody power. 

Jo



66 * . * s ® ¥ s 2 Both sides admit that if a significant amount of fission 
by—products reach the environment, over a thousand peo- 
ple could die.” 

Critics believe reaction waste The report is the nuclear ment that plutonium is the most 
products cannot adequately be proponents’ chief weapon in com- toxic element known. One particle 
protected against sabotage and _bating attacks on nuclear growth. It lodged in the lung will cause 
theft. They say that because so appears to answer favorably all cancer—no questions asked. 
much effort and money hasalready safety problems except for theft . . 
gone into the industry, the nuclear and sabotage of nuclear materials. Introduction of Atomic 
“bureaucracy” refuses to slow Nuclear critics also have a weapon. energy in U.S. 
down and consider if their The AEC, in one of its final ac- 
programs are justifiable. tions (before being split into two Nuclear opponents argue that 

separate agencies in January) since its creation in 1946, the AEC 

Safety study issued the Proposed Final En- has acted in arrogance and secrecy. 

In order to settle the safety dis- vironmental Statement on the It seemed to take the father-knows- 
pute, the Atomic Energy Commis- breeder last December. The AEC _ best-so-don’t-ask-questions at- 
sion (AEC) conducted an intensive consistently found that the _ titude. Even proponents can un- 
study, The Rasmussen Report, on program benefits outweighed the derstand why people got so upset 
this topic. Released in August, 1974, costs. The Environmental Protec. When they finally realized what 
the study concludes that emergen- tion Agency (EPA), however, ruled Was going on. (There were only six 
cy core cooling systems, designed that the statement was inadequate nuclear plants in operation in 1965, 
to prevent the fuel core from primarily because of deficiencies Compared to 56 now). . 
melting and seeping into the en- in the AEC’s cost-benefit analysis. Though it may be surprising to 
vironment, are safe. The environmentalists’ main 80me, nuclear power has been a 

The study describes that the concern, simply, is what would  S@fely-operated industry. Forbes 
chance of all systems failing happen if things went wrong, not ™agazine, July, 1975, said the in- 
simultaneously with a resulting what is the likelihood of such a  ustry’s safety record is ‘‘far better 
catastrophic accident is as likely to catastrophic accident. Both sides than that of the railroad in its early 
happen as a severe earthquake oc- admit that if a significant amount days or the airplane OF even of coal 
curing during a major volcanic of fission by—products reach the 8eneration of electricity. Nobody 
eruption in the midst of a environment, over a thousand peo- as ever been killed or seriously 
hurricane. ple could die. There is no disagree- hurt by a nuclear reactor, a good 

record for a new industry. 

Delaying construction 

af a : There has also been concern 
| —— prt over the cost of the breeder 

ii ae eae program—it keeps increasing. The 
Po ao! original estimate in the late 60’s for 
— | o the total cost of development was 

i — — $2 billion. It has been adjusted this | 
i , hat year to $10 billion. 
i “ss A key breeder demonstration 

“_ reactor project near Oak Ridge, 
he ; Tennessee has also soared in cost 

ie AY predictions. It is expected to cost 
+ XY $1.7 billion and be completed in 
] ¥ 1982, rather than the $700 million 

I se \ SS figure given two years ago when 
[os u ~ 4 BR the project was set for a 1980 com- 
.. . ae S pletion date. 
 rrs— SS Higher cost of materials and 
i Cs labor have been cited for the rises 

rs—s—S in each case. Proponents blame 
e hl these results on schedule delays. 

ee The longer you wait—the more a 
project will cost. 

af
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Nuclear fusion could offer a cheap, virtually unlimited 
supply of clean energy for all the nation of the world by the 
year 2000...” 

One of the basic differences February requested a 1976 budget before the end of the century with 
between opponents and_ to include $1.66 billion of direct “reasonable” support. 
proponents is the notion that energy research and development. A major criticism of solar energy, 

breeder development can be put Nearly ahalf billion of thatamount however, is that it would require 

aside for a number of years would go to the breeder project. large mirrors to be placed on vast 

without totally annihilating the Fossil fuel research would get $311 areas of open land in order to 
program. million worth of attention, while receive the necessary sun rays. 

In Wisconsin, Senate Bill 127 solar energy would receive only Even if the technology becomes 

calls for a five-year moratorium of $57 million, and geothermal, $28 available, environmentalists might 

nuclear power plant construction million. Without money, critics cry, end up against such ‘‘solar farms.” 

so that safety & economic questions how can non-fission alternatives be Geothermal power—power 
can be answered before the state realized? given off from natural steam within 
makes a sizeable committment to “Nuclear fusion could offer a the earth—is pollution-free but 

the nuclear industry. The bill’s cheap, virtually unlimited supply probably could only be used in the 

author, Sen. Dale McKenna (D- 
Jefferson), defended his legislation a 
at a public hearing in September: | ee i 
“We spent two years debating the | —— =< : 
$5 billion SST (Supersonic | a 
Transport) program but we haven't — 
spent a week in Congress or in this _ os : 
Legislature debating a $500 billion i _—_— 7s 

committment to nuclear power.” : — >> 

The EPA also thought debate was ' ~ a a ' 
the best immediate solution, | ia | 
suggesting that a delay of four to | u Te ; 

twelve years in breeder develop- | — a Y YER x) » 
ment wouldn’t significantly reduce | + VT SC ; 
the uranium conservation value of | == : v Wy 
the breeder. —— — ( : 

Even Prof. Rose, an outspoken a  .* ess 
lecturer supporting nuclear power, | — i = “St 
suggests we can afford to think a. =... S 
things out before acting. He wrote Ll q 
in Science magazine recently: ‘I — . 4 

estimate that the breeder will a) 
almost surely be attractive when ao NS 
uranium oxide, the processed fuel ; 
which makes up the core, reaches of clean energy for all the nations West, where most geysers are. 

$50 a pound in 1974 dollars. That of the world by the year 2000,” says California has had success in its 

will not happen in the first few the National Wildlife Federation. limited efforts to generate elec- 
decades of the twenty-first century. ‘Although top scientists say this tricity from geothermal power. 
In the meantime, nuclear power is Process is feasible, the most Wind and ocean power may also be 
in no danger of losing out to other promising technology is 30 years regional and not worth top 
fuels, and there does not need tobe ®Way, partially because of low governmental priority. 

a crash breeder program.” budgetary priorities.” Now it's time for you to make up 
Solar power is also on a low your mind. Do you want the fission 

Research Funding budgetary priority, and in 1970 it process bypassed until fusion or 
received only one million dollars solar energy are available, or will 

Nuclear critics have a legitimate of federal aid for research. solar that be too long to wait? 

gripe when it comes to analyzing power researchers at the Univer- Joe Fumo is a senior in journalism. 

how the federal government assists sities of Arizona, Minnesota & p16 has been writing about wucleny 

various types of energy research. Houston predict solar power can power and related environmental 

The Energy Research and _ begin to play a significant role in jsswes for the Badger Herald and Daily 

Development Agency (ERDA) in the nation’s energy production Cardinal since 1973. 
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STARTREK * 
Cancelled By Popular Demand 

by Phil Blackman 
0090 PHint © THIS PRUGHAM LiSt. HE RULES FOR STARTREK®% 

00100 PRINT | 
110 PRINT 

111 PRINT ° THE STARSHIP EN TER PRISE *’ 
112 PRINT ° = = s = esses ess = =ssss 22s 35 ° 
113 PRINT 

114 PRINT 

00120 PRINT 

00130 PRINT ° BISSSISIISASASASIASAAAY 4 \?° 

00140 PRINT °* RSS ma eh Soi SISA NANNNNNAN % 

00150 PRINT ° Cj NNNANANN LCUEALGLTE 
00160 PRINT ” C J / J t+t++>? 

00170 PRINT ° Ed ze 7° 

00180 PRINT ” LL VAEAEAAAAETET ZS w+? 
00190 PRINT ° ¢ e ee >C-% 

200 PRINT ° t+teoe +? 
00210 PRINT ° t+44//? 

00240 PRINT °? 

241 PRINT 

242 PRINT 

243 PRINT 

00250 PRINT ° THE GENERAL BACKGROUND AND SITUATION ° 

“1260 PRINT % Sas SSesss5 =a2nzeeeee= == seeeeee== *° 
DO TNT 

Five years ago, when the Star his words carefully. Hespokeslow- mosphere of a pool hall, notes 
Trek television series disappeared ly, leaning back in his leather taken by the author in that room © 
from the screen, it had the distinc- chair, and touching together the during mid-October, when 
tion of being one of the most loyally outstretched fingertips of hishands STARTREK* was at its apogee, 
followed series ever to die an un- as if he were counting the words as__ show that the room was a different 
natural death. he spoke. A thousand or more_ kind of place from what it is now. 
Now a namesake of the show, a STARTREK* fans were not On October 13, those notes show 

computer game that reached fad something to be taken lightly. that four of the ten terminals in the 
proportions at the University of “STARTREK* was taken out of room were being used by 
Wisconsin this fall, has outdone the the library,” he said, “because STARTREK* fans. Two enthusiasts 
television series in the art of there was a widespread complaint who could not get terminals were 
paradoxical demise. It has been from people—many of them left floating from one console to 
removed from the program file of students—who were not able to get another helping other students log 
Access, the university’s free com- onto the computer.” on. 
puter time program, precisely ‘We were not happy about doing “T dialed the access number and 
because of its popularity. this,’’ he continued. “It went got a busy-signal,” a student at one 

According to Larry Travis, the against the philosophy of the terminal complained. ‘“‘What do I 
director of the Madison Academic system, whichis that Accessshould do?” 
Computing Center, the game was_ be available for anything a student His busy signal buzzed from the 
being played by so many engineer- wishes to do with it.” speaker under the terminal. While 
ing and technical students on cam- “But when you are ina position he talked another busy signal 
pus that people couldn't get to the where you don’t have enough com- started at the terminal beside his. 
terminals for ‘‘more serious’’ puting time to go around, it is dif- “Just keep dialing 3-1400,” one of 
programs. ficult to justify usingitonagameof_ the floaters told him. 

Travis, who made the comment the sort played in a pool hall,” he “Should I wait for the line to 
in his plush office on the second said. clear?” the student asks. 
floor of the Computer Sciences While the computing center may “No,” he is told, ‘just keep dial- 
building, was obviously choosing never have had quite the at-_ ing, there are ten lines and people 
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are getting on and off all the time. The computer offered achoiceof ‘‘After awhile it printed, ‘ap- 
If you just keep at it you usually get tactics that included stopping, proaching energy field’ and ‘Mr. 
on within ten minutes.” changing course, or firing either of Spock say turn back’ and all kind of 

From the terminal next to that the ship's weapons, phasers or crazy things like that. Then the ship 
student, the low purr of a ring photon torpedos. just disappears. 
sounded, then a high-pitched beep. Bethe pursued his prey, keeping “Another time I try going warp 9 

“l’m on,” the student at the ter- track of the positions of the two in one direction then make a 180 
minal announced. ships with a coordinate system degree turn and warp 9 in the other 

He searched out the letters U-Q- penciled on an old printout. He direction,” he continued. ‘‘It prints 
R-B, then, after a splatter of prin- scored a hit with one phaser shot, out ‘Mr. Spock says there will be 
ting from the computer he typeda__ then another. structural damage.’ I say ‘go on, do 
school code, and ‘‘OLD: The Klingon ship was limping it anyway.’ I think it’s something 
STARTREK.” into the fourth quadrant now, with like 30% damage.” 
“NOT FOUND IN PROGRAM damage the computer estimate at Another student, Jan Clairmont, 

FILE,” the computer replied. 50-70%. His curly head bent low remembers how he learned about 
A voice from over his shoulder over the terminal, Bethe scratched STARTREK’s demise on the same 

advised him and he tried again. out his next maneuver. The half- day it was removed from the 
“OLD: STARTREK* he typed this hour access limit was closing in system. That was Wednesday, Oct. 

time, punching the final asterisk fast. 8, 

with a flourish. He gave a number two order;an ‘‘I logged on and typed 
This time the type-cylinder inthe evasive maneuver followed by a ‘OLD:STARTREK,’” Jan said. ‘The 

terminal began to jump. shot with a phaser. computer said ‘THAT 

‘““WELCOME ABOARD “ENTERPRISE PHASER HITS PROGRAM NO LONGER EXISTS’ 
CAPTAIN,” it printed. “PLEASE KLINGON,” the computer printed. and then started printing a list of 

ENTER YOUR NAME IN THE He studied the chart, and opted every program in Access—must 

LOG.” for Order Type 10, an intelligence have printed for five minutes. Boy, 
He typed “BETHE,” his last report. was I pissed.” 

name, then a “three”, indicating Spock told him that the Klingon _Jan talked with interest about a 

that he wished to play the game in favored order Type One, retreat. rumor that there was a new Star- 

the Apprentice classification. Bethe chose Type Two and homed- trek program in the Access file 

The cylinder began to jump in. with a name that is a five-letter 

again, and the game began in “KLINGON DESTROYED,” the abreviation of the old one. 

earnest: terminal printed out, and Bethe The existence of that particular 
“CAPTAINS (sic.) was given the approval of half a program can not be varified, but 

LOG. ...STAR DATE 5091 .2966 dozen on-lookers. the Director of MACC admits that 
THE USS ENTERPRISE IS ON Action like that can’t be foundin STARTREK*, like its television 

PATROL IN THE ACTURUS | the terminal room now. namesake, is not going to die quiet- 
SECTOR A visit made at four in the after- ly. 

- OF THE GALAXY NEAR _ noonlike the one above wouldfind ‘There are bootleg programs 
GAMMA TRISKELLION I no one using UQRB. Since October already available in the Access 

MR. SPOCK PICKS UP THE _ 30, the UQRB system has beenclos- system,” Travis said in the inter- 
NEUTRON SIGNATURE OF A ed down between 11:00 a.m. and view at his office. “If those 
KLINGON HEAVY CRUISER _ 6:00 p.m. programs are too widely used we 

AND TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIES We make our visit at 9:00 p.m. may have to take action again.” 
IT We find one terminal being used Almost without being asked he 

AS KHC-59 for Access with a program printing went on. 

KLINGON ATTACKING...RED graphs, one terminal lies idle, and “In fact I believe there may still 

ALERT most of the rest are being used for be a Startrek program in the main 

SHIELDS ON CAPTAIN homework assigned in various system that could be adapted for 

BETHE—READY TO ENGAGE computer science classes. Access,” he said. 

ENEMY One student S. Singh saysthathe ‘Of course to do that a student 

The computer printed out achart was a “big STARTREK* fan.” He would have to learn something 

giving, for the Enterprise and the remembers that he used to try to about files, learn the differences 

Klingon, a position in the Cartesian screw up the game. between regular and QRB Basic, 

coordinate system, a bearing, and a “T use to try all kind of crazy and perhaps learn something about 

“warp speed.” The warp speed things to make the program blow paper tape," Travis said. 

was the log of the speed in up,” herecalledwithasmile. “Like ‘But,’ Travis added, smiling 

kilometers per turn. one time I just took off at warp 9 on over the top of his touching finger- 

The game was a two- the x-axis. Warp 9, just keep tips, ‘learning those things is what 

dimensional, inter-stellar going. the Access program is all about.” 

“dogfight.” “Tt wouldn’t screw-up,” he said. 
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Calculate transcendental functions. 
Find the roots of: F(x) = 0. 

Find numerical solutions to ordinary differential equations. 
Invert and multiply matrices. 

Solve simultaneous algebraic equations. 
Integrate a function between arbitrary limits. 

Determine best-fit values for statistical samples. 

Now you can set up calculations like these just 
.. Otice. Record them. Then use them for years. — 
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Texas Instruments SR-52. 
e 

224 program locations. 
e e 

Twice the user-defined keys. 
. e 

‘Twice the memory registers. 

But half the cost 
e e * 

of the only other programmable in its class. 

Complex repetitive problems or a program transfer is made. program. Or into one or more of the 

lengthy calculations that once ¢ Program Levels (3). A main pro- 20 addressable memory registers. 

took hours can now be solved in gram can call up totwolevelsof Or both. 

seconds. And the chances of entry subroutines. Execution is completely auto- 

error are dramatically reduced. « Labels (72). Name program matic. A program runs until it 

The SR-52 allows you to record segments. encounters a halt, which may be 

up to 224 keystrokes to perform ¢ Indirect Addressing (2 modes). part of a program or a keyed-in 

your caleulations—your way. Pro- Extends versatility of all mem- interruption. 

gramming is simple and straight- ory-reference and branching Repeat a program as often as 

forward. What’s more, prepro- instructions. needed. Change values of your 

grammed cards are available Trial-run your program. Editing variables. Solve for different un- 

which can be integrated into your and “debugging” are easy. Move knowns. The stored program is 

problem solving routines. through problems a step at a time, unaffected. 

Easy Left-to-Right Algebraic forward or backward. Add more With the SR-52 comes a Basic 

Entry. Enter calculations exactly steps. Delete. Or write over steps. Library Program Manual and 

as you write them. The SR-52 com- Then record. preprogrammed cards: Factors of 

| bines a 3-level algebraic hierarchy Run Mode. Load a magnetic card. an integer. Complex arithmetic. 

with 9 levels of parentheses. This This puts the card’s contents in Reconcile checking account. Ordi- 

lets you enter problems containing memory. Insert the card above the nary annuity. Permutations and 

up to 10 pending operations (three 5 user-defined keys representing combinations. Means and mo- 

times the capability of the only 10 functions. ments. Random number genera- 

other machine in its class). This Enter numbers directly into the tor. Hi-pass active filter. Low- 

means you don’t have to pass active filter. Dead 

presolve the problem or reckoning. Hyperbolic 

search for the most ap- ~ oo ie functions. Trend line 
‘ . om % - cs Le . 

propriate, efficient order fin oes Fee Ni analysis. Solution of 

of execution. The SR-52 a » Bete Wi Be ye aN a quadratic equations. 

does this automatically. “Sh ~ 2 > — \ SS ING Conversions. Game. 

Learn Mode. Teach ws RS a wd Va Additional Libraries 

the SR-52 your personal s 4 may be purchased sepa- 

approach to problem f GA py rately: Statistics. Math. 

solving. Simply key-in eS a - , Electrical Engineering. 

your problem left-to- ns a Mer Yi), Finance. And more are 

right as you would in A _ A na Tl XZ on the way. 

calculate mode, usin omplete software... ~ f 

the following options for and soon, an optional we a ey NN Calculate Mode. Oper- 

; i rinter. 
ated manually, the SR- 

precise control: printe! : 
“egy A , : z 52 is one of the most 

* Preprogrammed “if Accompanying an SR-b2: SR-52 lock-in printer. ful calculators 
Statements (8). Operating guide. Compre- (available early 1976) poweru 

Makes a decision hensive owners manual. : , available today. 

based on the condi- Basic library a SS . propane an entire For more information. 
. . corded programs, diagnos- . - 

fon of the ieee : 6 wards aa head aeaney - Print caleulate mode See your e a gd 

¢ Decrement and Skip in carrying case. Basic results. retailer. Or send for 

on Zero. Lets a seg- library manual. User in- ¢ Print instructions or re- new brochure. Write 

ment of code be re- struction & coding forms. sults without halting Texas Instruments, 

peated a specified Blank magnetic cards. program execution. M/S 358, ° 

number of times. Fast-charge battery pack. « Trace program execu- Box 22018, 

¢ User-defined Flags AC adapter/charger. Stur- tion step by step for Dallas, WO 

(5). Determines the dy vinyl carrying case. error detection. Texas 

condition under which 75222. 

*Based on suggested retail prices TEXAS ] N ST R U M EN TS ©1975 Texas Instruments Incorporated 

current at time of this printing. INCORPORATED 82074 
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RR Snap, Crackle, Crash cen 

Quakes that Shake 

and Break 
e 

Engineers 

by Rudi Beck 

‘ : “... the earth’s frail crust cracked, sending waves of 
tremendous force traveling through the rock in all direc- 

° 9 

tions. 
Eee 

The place was a mountain, one of __ some of its snow loosened, starting the most rigid. But this layer is not the highest in America, its serene its way down. The Japanese watch- all in one piece, but in plates which beauty topped with the whitest of ed as the German expedition was move with respect to one another. snows. At the foot of the mountain swallowed by the white mass, only It is in the boundaries between a small lake reflected the spectacle a few hundred feet away. The these plates that most earthquakes of the Andes in its emerald waters, _ snow, falling into the lake, letting take place. 
at about 14,000 feet above sealevel. forth a huge avalanche that lifted How do they happen? Take for The time was about five years ago. _ rocks weighing tons, trees, and example two such plates that are Two expeditions of mountain houses, and after leaping over a coming close to one another. The climbers, Japanese and German, — small hill, razed a village in which speed at which this takes place is, worked their way to the top of this five thousand terrorized humans of course, relatively very small. gigantic mole, to conquer it. where recovering of the shock of The plates push against each other, About two hundred miles to the the earth tremor that had taken compressing the rock at the boun- west, deep in the Pacific Ocean, place a few minutes before. dary until it reaches its breaking the earth’s frail crust cracked, sen- Our planet is a layered sphere. point, releasing the energy ac- ding waves of tremendous force Of all the layers that form the cumulated init and letting forth the traveling through the rock in all earth, the lithosphere, the outer- quake. If the pressure along the directions. The giant trembled and _ most, is the coolest and therefore plate boundaries was constant, 
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there would periodically be quakes therefore more elaborate than 

all over, about every few hundred oy those done for static conditions. 

years. Instead, pressure is not cons- - 8 A There are strict safety codes for 

tant, and the phenomena becomes ——- (iiss building in areas where quakes are 

isolated at different points in the / AK Ne likely to occur; for example, stair- 

boundary at different times. a eé Y cases should not be built inside a 

The boundaries may collide, for- ‘i \ : building since they constitute very 

sen poms as the crust is y . : rigid elements. The same is true for 

pushed up, or one may move under a i z elevator pits. 

the other, as happens west of this : 7 bois Dilatancy is a phenomena that 

painient + lithospheric plat a / penntilg Be a oi of 

is theory of lithospheric plate i ‘ an earthquake weeks before it ac- 

movement is called plate tectonics. A tually takes place. It is also a very 

The movement of the plates is simple concept to grasp. As the 

brought about by the movement of stresses in the rock build up, ap- 

the next layer in the planet, the proaching its breaking point, tiny 

mantle. The mantle is a shell of red cracks develop in its structure and 

ho feck about 1600 et ; soneequently ie compression P 

en the energy built by the we oe waves slow down, since the 

compression of the rock at the 4 : 7 ay transmission of force is not as im- 

focus of the earthquake is released AG _ mediate as in the more rigid, solid 

by breakage, it prod inl a : ; k. This slowing phenomena onl 
y breakage, it produces main D a | rock. This slowing phenomena on 

two types of forces, which travel fo : : a occurs with the P waves, apparent. 

all directions through the crust and 4 x % ly because the cracks are perpen- 

anal, the Sauls prs eorees i a a dicular to the direction of travel. 

ravel in waves and they act in two eal, < A Some time after the cracks have 

eae a ee to the direc- yok 78 y a developed, water from the ground 

P waves) transmit longitudinal =, recite The Velocity “of the P : medium. e velocity of the P 

compression forces, and the secon- waves at this point returns to nor- 

dary waves (S_ waves) transmit mal. The water in the cracks also 

perpen oa ie ti Loney To accelerates the final failure of the 

est visualize this, Figure 1* shows rock and the consequent tremor, 

a —— ofeniateene aubjectee REP because it causes a uniform dis- 

o the two types of forces. e A re y tribution of pressure inside the 

primary waves are also referred to | ye crack and therefore a great deal of 

as push - pull waves and the secon- i ah force in the edges of the crack, 

ee aes aie ee a rd precipitating fail, Fue 3) 

A >? : easuring the difference in 

through the crust than the secon- 4 j velocity between the P waves and 

dary waves. : y : the S waves constitutes an accurate 

These a waves can a 7 ; method of predicting earthquakes. 

measure y means o 7 ee : When the difference between the 

seismographs, which typically con- * velocities decreases, it indicates 

sist of a large mass (weighing a ton 5 that a quake will eventually take 

or more), suspended by a spring. place where the waves originate. 

When a seismic wave passes, it When velocity conditions are 

jee ee ee staal oars nee , is imminent (within a few months). 

mass is large, the acceleration the i The next breakthrough in 

wave brings about 2 negligible, so ee y, : yi nelamnolegy e ea eta to be the 

we can assume the mass to be . eS control of earthquakes. The 

static. He pen is paEeiee to the i 4 i problem is that the erention ofa 

mass and a piece of graph paper is 3 a \ major quake would cost in the 

fixed to the ground, a plot of the . - oe order of $1 to $2 billion. For now, 

no an can be obtained. : > there is enough time to run. 

igure a : - *See p. 16 for figures. 

Given the rigid structure of our § 7 ae Pe : = , , 

buildings and bridges, earthquakes Ji F. Rudi Beck is a senior in mechanical 

pose a great many problems to civil * sf Technoloeks ue pena nistitiito 

engineers in certain areas of the : years before i tae be 

world. Structural analyses are senior year. 
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h le who have b iting f The people who have been waiting for you. 
Months and months ago, the group knew they life. And what’s good for us is when a new 
needed help. It was not easy getting the requi- engineer turns up with the attitude of a private 
sition approved for an additional engineer. But entrepreneur, full of ambition and schemes to 
approved it was, and several candidates have make the newly joined team look hot as a pistol. 
been considered, and a selection has been made, The other way is to assume that you are just 
and you're it. one person among many thousands, in which 

Whatever idea you had had about how your case that assumption may well prove correct. 
career would begin, these happen to be the peo- Safer but less enjoyable. 
ple who took a particular liking to you. The We know whereof we speak. We are Busi- 
boss saw that. Now prove them right. ness and Technical Personnel, Eastman Kodak 

The proper way to accomplish that is to pro- Company, Rochester, N.Y. 14650. Care to dis- 
ceed on the assumption that you have bought cuss your ambitions with us? We make photo- 
into a small company in which these people are graphic materials and apparatus in Rochester, 
your partners. Since Kodak is not really a small N.Y. and Windsor, Colo.; industrial chemicals, 
company, you may be surprised by this advice. plastics, and fibers in Kingsport, Tenn., Long- 
Surprise is good for you at this stage of your view, Tex., and Columbia, S.C. 

An equal-opportunity employer f/m



We're | king fi 

g i 

born to lead. 
Are you the kind of engineer who has what it takes to move into management someday? 
If you are, you already know it. en rae 
Now what you need to know is which companies can offer you the best oppor- Sei 

tunities. We think you’ll find General Electric is one. For 
We’re a high technology company. And that means we have tohavemanag-f/ @ J 

ers who understand technology —women and men—to run the place. ji —rrt— 
Today, over 60% of the top managers at General Electricholdtechnical fg i] 

degrees. In fact, over 65% of the college graduates we hired last year held / a —rrtr™— 
technical degrees. -_ | 

Of course, just leadership ability and a technical degree won’t get ji 4 
you into management. First, you’re going to need solid engineering fi ey 
experience and a broad understanding of business. fC rti‘zaliéillS 

And we have a lot of ways to help you get it. f/f. F. “Y y 
One is our Manufacturing Management Program. A two-year f any Ay y 

program of rotating assignments that gives you broad experience a fe 1h j 
with different products and manufacturing processes. ff j . if 

Another is our Engineering Program. For engineers withan >) | v 
interest in product and systems design and development. ay 1H fi 
There’s also a Field Engineering Program, a Technical Market- / e / YW] a 
ing Program, plus a number of programs sponsored by product / f/yi, M/s ) 
operations. ()] {i= C A 

And all with just one aim. To give you all the responsi- 2 0" ce 7 
bility and all the perspective you need to move into man- joy O JAS f 
agement. As fast as you can manage it. / Ja thes 

Of course, starting on a program isn’t the only way fy \ IE. 
to make it into management at GE. If you havea i pf \ (Ki 
specific product interest, we have many direct- ao J ~ Hii Vk 
placement opportunities that can get your career £2 Hd oh Cc. 
Btariad ash, on a ae” Se sonsethl yD 

What kinds of product areas can you eA — < 
sy inat GE? . \ua” [AS ) «<a 

aybe nuclear power. Or more op VY = | Ya) 
efficient turbine-generators. Or better ly )\ | Cb 
mass-transit systems. Or medical Te a oes 
equipment. Engineering plastics. 9 Sf a 
Cleaner, quieter jet engines. Communi- Jaz il, 
cations products. You name it. f /* sr. 

Sound interesting? Why not fF Po EE 
send for our free careers booklet? ss : ‘B) 
Just write, General Electric, PS " 5 Lecete “ 
Educational Communica- ; - ae 
tions, W1D, Fairfield, f a 
Connecticut 06431. gy Uy 

Progress for People. f & coke. 
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GENERAL @@ ELECTRIC 
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